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The LILAC Project
Learning Information Literacy Across 

the Curriculum

● The problem

○ Critiques of “the research 
paper” (Howard & Jamieson, 
2014)

○ Project information literacy 
(Head & Eisenberg, 2009)

● Guiding questions 

○ Reported information-seeking 
skills

○ Actual information-seeking 
behavior

○ Information literacy in writing 
instruction and curriculum  



Methods

● Triangulation mixed methods design (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007)

Perceived information-seeking skills

Actual information-seeking behavior

• Strengths and 
weaknesses

• Writing instruction 
and curriculum 



Methods

● Participants (N = 469)



Methods

● Data collected 

○ Questionnaire results from 469 participants

○ 422 videos from screen recording sessions based on research-aloud protocol (RAP)

Questionnaire 

• Demographic information: 6 items 
• Previous instruction: 3 items
• Other experience: 2 items
• Self-assessment of information 

literacy skills: 48 items

RAP videos 

• Recording of screen activity 
• Students’ voice narrative while 

conducting online research on a 
topic of their own choice

• Average length: 10-15 minutes 



Methods

● Data analysis

○ Questionnaire results: Descriptive statistics

○ RAP videos: inductive thematic coding 

Data 
Initial 

coding 
scheme

Coding 
and 

revision

Revised 
coding 

scheme 

Coding 
and 

reviewing



Results: Perceived Information-seeking Skills

● To locate information 
● To identify and distinguish different types of information
● To evaluate information 



Website 

Search 
term

Type of 
search 

Evaluate 
results

Evaluate 
sources

Steps 1 - 4

Results: Actual Information-seeking Behavior
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Results: Actual Information-seeking Behavior

● How do students actually locate, identify, and evaluate information?

○ Scope and depth of the search

○ Characteristics of search terms used

○ Type of search 

○ Evaluation of search results and sources

○ Methods of keeping track of the search process

○ Characteristics of the search process 

Total number of searches

Average number of sources 
consulted for each search

Average number of steps 
involved in each search

Number of search term used
General, specific, or question



Scope and Depth of the Search

● 45 RAP videos

● 1 student had 10 searches

● 3 students had only one search

● Most typical number of searches: 4

● Most typical number of sources consulted for each search: 1

Number of searches
Average number of 
sources consulted

Average number of 
steps involved in each 
search

Mean 4.46 1.63 3.17



Search Terms

● General: “ISIS Iraq”, “football players now and then”, …

● Specific: “historical chronological path ISIS regimes existence”, …

● Natural language query: “Is weight loss healthy”

● Boolean operators 

● Author

● Title

● …

Keyword – 
general topic

Keyword – 
specific topic

Natural language 
query

Browsing texts 
under a give 
topic

Percentage 71% 15% 12% 2%



Search Terms

● Source type mixed in with search term

○ “scholarly articles on global warming” 

○ “global warming effects articles” 

○ “scholarly analysis of global warming”



Search Terms

● Search terms are too general and they tend to stay general throughout the search process. 



Background Knowledge

● Problems? 
● Solutions? 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rxSL-4oQ8yGPLTILfB2p5NBK29qUOHiS/preview


Google may be a good place to start!

● General search on 
Google

● Background 
information (subject 
matter + keywords)

● Search through library 
database

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgMpzbVtKlM


Information Processing

● Problems?
● Solutions?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewOAr7cQJcQ


Information Processing

● Curiosity 
● Research as an 

iterative process

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gl0sFGDawA


Information Processing

● "Um, that's unique. They are bringing in law of physics. And it says … [reading the information on the 
screen] That is unique and seems to have something to do specifically with how the oxygen reacts with 
the human body. I am going to [copy and paste]... I think I'm just going to remember henrys law of 
physics. I'm going to back up and I'm going to google henry's law of physics and see if it is a real law 
and if it does have any bearing on the hyperbaric chamber. [start typing in key words in Google, but time 
was up for the session.]" (#10005, @16:40-17:36)



Rhetorical 
Intertextuality: 
Teaching after the 
Citation Project 
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Basic research questions
How do writers incorporate words and ideas 
from researched sources into their own texts?

Sandra Jamieson. 2020

First Study: Writing from Sources CitationProject.net

• How frequently do college undergraduates successfully
    quote, summarize, or paraphrase cited materials?

• How frequently do they copy word strings or patchwrite?



Basic research questions
How do writers incorporate words and ideas 
from researched sources into their own texts?
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First Study: Writing from Sources CitationProject.net

• How frequently do college undergraduates successfully
    quote, summarize, or paraphrase cited materials?

• How frequently do they copy word strings or patchwrite?

What impact do source characteristics have on intertextuality practices?

• What kinds of sources do students select, and do they depend on one kind of source
       over others?

• What impact does source type or genre have on intertextuality practices?

• What impact does textual difficulty have on intertextuality practices?



Citation context coding of 
source integration; coded by 
reading difficulty & source type



CitationProject.net
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First Study: Writing from Sources

Results
How do writers incorporate words and ideas 
from researched sources into their own texts?

FINDING: better and worse than we expected

CitationProject.net



CitationProject.net
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First Study: Writing from Sources

Results
How do writers incorporate words and ideas 
from researched sources into their own texts?

What impact do source characteristics have on intertextuality practices?

FINDING: better and worse than we expected

CitationProject.net

FINDING: reading difficulty, type, or genre makes no significant difference



CitationProject.netFirst Study: Writing from Sources

Results
How do writers incorporate words and ideas 
from researched sources into their own texts?

What impact do source characteristics have on intertextuality practices?

FINDING: better and worse than we expected

FINDING: reading difficulty, type, or genre makes no significant difference

SURPRISE FINDING: 46% of the 
citations came from page 1, 
and 56% of the 930 sources 

were only cited once 
CitationProject.net



The LILAC project 
tells us about how 
students select 
sources

The Citation Project  “Writing 
from Sources” study tells us 
about how students incorporate 
words and ideas from sources
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What happens between 
these two points?

The LILAC project 
tells us about how 
students select 
sources

The Citation Project  “Writing 
from Sources” study tells us 
about how students incorporate 
words and ideas from sources
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How do college 
undergrads work 
with sources as 
they draft papers?

How do those same 
students handle 
source integration as 
they revise papers 
using feedback from 
teachers or peers?

How do they talk about the 
research and writing process 
once the paper is submitted?

Sandra Jamieson. 2019CitationProject.net



Students 
and their 
Sources 
(SATS)  
new 

Citation 
Project 

research
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Read 
more on 
our 
website-
-& see 
results 
when we 
have 
them
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What Voyant 
found in the 
student reflections 
on research and 
their Sources 
(SATS) research.
No surprises? 
Well, “book” is 
missing from this 
picture…
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Process coding 
of student 
moves in video 
(by hand); 
capture what 
we see the 
student do and 
she says she is 
doing
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Audience, 
purpose, 
& writing
from 
sources-- 
extract 
from a 
SATS 
drafting 
protocol 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1FYFkazemIaSpwpsXXlwcvEl1zVM0kwfh/preview
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second video if time

When 
research 
gets 
exciting  
(but the 
teachers 
never 
realizes) -- 
extract 
from a 
SATS 
revision 
protocol

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1vnC6olYLbebDW3WHy-fz98LhAFSVSUj2/preview


Preliminary “eyeball” findings: 
• The students engage with sources in much more complicated
    --and thoughtful--ways than we thought 

       • The final papers do not reflect the amount of work we
          see students doing in the videos or the sophistication
          with which they select material to incorporate as evidence 

 •  The researching process does not end once the students
     start writing, and they struggle to identify helpful sources as
     they draft and revise, just as the LILAC project found them
     doing in the initial stages of the research 
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By way of a 
works cited 
list…
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Questions for discussion

What are the pedagogical implications of these findings 
● for librarians? 
● for writing teachers? 
● for administrators?

How can we use the research or data as we work with students?



Thank you for coming

Jinrong Li:  jli@georgiasouthern.edu

Sandra Jamieson:  sjamieson@drew.edu

Citation Project website:  http://CitationProject.net
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